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CURRICULUM STRAND: Early People and Ancient Societies
STRAND UNIT: Vikings
LEARNING OBJECTIVES: That the children will be enabled to 
Knowledge:
• Examine evidence that had been made available from excava-tions of sites to glean more information about Viking livesand customs;• Build on their historical and scientiOic knowledge to under-stand how  such artefacts from the past were preserved,telling us a story today.• Understand why Viking craftsmen developed and perfectedthe skills of carpentry, metal work and artwork.
Skills: 
• Work cooperatively in groups to complete the designatedactivities;• Report on their Oindings.
Attitudes:
• Appreciate the skills and ingenuity of the Viking traditions.  • Empathise with the oral traditions of their own ancestors.  

Unearthing the Viking Past
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CHILDREN’S
WORKSHEET 3a

3a: This photograph was taken in Sweden and it shows royal burial mounds.  It is located in
Gamla Uppsala in a cultivated plain in the valley of the River Fyris. Image courtesy of Catherine Swift

3b:This photograph shows a burial mound by sea, taken in Norway.  Image courtesy of Catherine Swift
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One of the important features of Viking settlements was large mounds built asmemorials to dead ancestors. These mounds were often placed at key pointsin the landscape. Travellers approaching a Viking settlement would see themounds by the roadside as they entered the area, or located on hills by theharbour. When travellers reached the houses and were having their dinnerthat night, they would hear stories and poems about the great men and womenwho had lived there in the past, and whose graves were inside the large
barrows or mounds.  When archaeologists dig inside these mounds, theydiscover that sometimes the mound is empty, perhaps because the personbeing commemorated died on a far-away battleOield, or at sea. On otheroccasions, however, the graves are extremely rich, with many goods beingplaced beside the dead person. Sometimes, a wooden room is built in thecentre of the mound to hold everything, and sometimes the dead are placed onboats or even on great ships. Two such boat-burials of immense size were found in Norway at the end ofthe nineteenth century.   One was Gokstad which was found in 1880. Thisconsisted of a large warship, with three accompanying smaller boats. A burial
chamber was built at the stern of the ship and covered with several layers ofbirch bark. This chamber appears to have been decorated with extremelyexpensive silk hangings with gold thread, though only fragments of thismaterial survived. Inside the chamber was a large bed, on which lay a middle-aged man of powerful build, who was between 181cm and 183cm in height. Itwould seem that he died from wounds he received in battle.This boat burial site appears tohave been robbed in medievaltimes, as the man’s weaponry andjewellery had all disappeared.Luckily, the robbers left behind agame-board, complete with playingpieces, along with Oish hooks andharnesses for horses, 64 shields,kitchen equipment, 6 beds, 1 tentand 1 sledge. Also with him in thegrave were 12 horses, 8 dogs, 2

goshawks (a large hawk with broadrounded wings and a long tail, forhunting) and 2 peacocks. Thepeacocks must have seemed likevery exotic birds to the Vikings whoowned them, as peacocks originallycome from the Middle East. They may have been traded up the rivers ofEastern Europe and across Sweden, for we know from historical records that

factbox 3.1: Burial Mounds for Important Ancestors

3c: Viking burial chamberImage courtesy of Catherine Swift



Educational Activities:1. Locate Gokstad on a map of Norway, using electronic maps as a resource.  2. View the pictures (3a and 3b above) of the burial mounds carefully and ask the children, ingroups, to describe what they see.  Next, using speech bubbles, ask each group to listquestions they would like to ask about the burial habits of the Vikings.  Elicit reasons whysuch practices would have been so important to these people.3. Compare the information in Factbox 3.1 with their historical knowledge of the EgyptianPyramids.  Using a chart, record similarities and differences that they observe, especially inthe materials (artefacts) that would have been buried with the person in the mound.4. Ask the children to draw a burial chamber, depicting some of the detail described, asshown in 3c above.5. In groups, ask the children to design a caption to describe what is meant by a barrow.Elicit a modern interpretation of the term.6. Elicit examples of buried items that surprised the children (eg. goshawk, peacock, etc.).Using the new vocabulary of the factbox and image 3c, ask the children to write a shortreport for a newspaper, describing the contents of a burial mound, explaining where suchitems are likely to have originated.
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Vikings traded along these routes.  Almost immediately after it was found, theNorwegians built a replica of the Gokstad ship, which they called Viking andunder the command of Magnus Andersen, they sailed it across the Atlantic Seain 1893 to form part of the Norwegian exhibit at the Chicago World Exhibition.

factbox 3.1: cont’d
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3d: This image shows a replica of the Gokstad ship, called the Viking at the Chicago World
Exhibition of 1893.  Image courtesy of Oslo Viking Ship Museum
For a website telling more about the Gokstad ship and how it was found, visit the Viking ShipMuseum website at Oslo:http://www.khm.uio.no/english/research/projects/gokstad/index.html. 

http://www.khm.uio.no/english/research/projects/gokstad/index.html


CHILDREN’S
WORKSHEET 3B

This is an image of the famous Oseberg boat, which was buried under a verylarge mound of clay and stones in Oseberg in the outer Oslo+jord in Norway.The burial mound was so well built that no air got in to rot the wood, leatheror textiles which would normally have rotted, had it not been so wellpreserved. Inside it was a ship which, though broken into a couple of thousandpieces when discovered, has been reconstructed to a length of  21.6m  and awidth of 5m, made of oak with elaborate carving on the fore and after stems. Viking people were afraid that the ghosts of the dead might walk or travel backto this world and so, a huge cable attached the Oseberg ship to a great boulderinside the mound to prevent it sailing off.  A wooden burial chamber was builtonto the deck, and into it were placed the bodies of 2 women, one in her

factbox 3.2 The story of Oseberg

3e: The reconstructed Oseberg Viking ship Image courtesy of Catherine Swift
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THE OSEBERG SHIP
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twenties and the other about Oifty years old, who had suffered very badly fromarthritis.  Alongside the burial chamber were a cart and 4 sledges, all exceptone were beautifully carved.  In the chamber there were 3 beds, a chair and 2lamps as well as oak chests and tapestries. They also put buckets, pails, bowls,knives, ladles, iron cauldrons and even a frying pan in the chamber.  Inaddition, 4 looms, as well as spindles and distaffs (a tool to hold the unspunOibres of the wool being spun) and a set of tablets for weaving braids. Foodwas also provided: meat, bread-dough, apples in one of the buckets and avariety of spices to keep the food fresh. This tapestry below was a particularly intriguing Oind in the Oseberg, whichshows a procession with horses and chariots which was led by a woman.

For a short video on the Oseberg and Gokstad ships from the Viking ShipMuseum Oslo in which they’re kept, seehttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DZLIt-oyQ7kFor pictures of some of the Oinds from Oseberg and Gokstad, see http://www.khm.uio.no/english/about/services/photo/pressphotos/press-viking-ship-museum/

3f: Replica of the tapestry produced by a commercial giftshop attached to the
museum in Oseberg.  Image courtesy of MEMORY Helgesens gate 17, 0553 Oslo. 

factbox 3.2 Cont’d

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DZLIt-oyQ7k
http://www.khm.uio.no/english/about/services/photo/pressphotos/press


Educational Activities:1. Ask the children to physically measure the size of the reconstructed Oseberg ship in theschool yard.2. Focus on the scientiOic process by which the ship was preserved.  Link the information withtheir historical knowledge of how the Ancient Egyptians used the technique of mummiOi-cation to preserve their dead, eliciting reasons for this process.  Compare the details of the
Oseberg Oind with other stories of preserved artefacts that children can recall (eg. the bodyof “Croghan Bogman”, uncovered by accident in 2003 in peatlands in Croghan Hill in theIrish midlands).3. Elicit reasons why Viking people would have been afraid that the ghosts of the dead peoplemight return.  Ask the children to gather stories from older members of their family ofghostly oral traditions or superstitions that they would have heard in their communitywhen they were children.  Record and illustrate these, sharing them with the class.  4. Focus on the elements of the Oind, eliciting why such objects were buried with the women.Who might they have been?  How do historians and archaeologists know the age of thewomen?  How do they know that the older person suffered from arthritis?5. Elicit reasons why food would have been included in the Oseberg Oind.  For whom might ithave been intended?  6. Ask the children to translate the story of the tapestry found in the Oseberg into a writtentext. 
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CHILDREN’S
WORKSHEET 3c

Archaeologists have discovered tool chests with equipment for carpentry andmetalwork in Gotland (Sweden), Hordland (Norway) and Jutland (Denmark).The richest Oind, however, is located at Mästermyr in Gotland (Sweden) whichcontained an axe, an adze (a tool similar to an axe, with an arched blade set atright angles to the handle, used for trimming and shaping wood), 3 saws, aspoon-bit, a wedge and a draw-knife, as well as an elaborate series of bits forboring holes of between 3 and 5 cm in diameter.  The smallest of the saws mayhave been used for metal or bone-working but the longest saw (nearly 60 cm/2 feet long) was for woodworking.Detailed illustrations of all the Oinds are available at the following website:http://www.netlabs.net/~osan/Mastermyr/ImageLib.html. Many Viking craftsmen would have been general handymen; they would havecut down their own wood, made their own nails, and been able to build a basichouse or Oishing boat. At the same time, there were also specialists, men whowere seen as particularly gifted at various tasks.

factbox 3.3: THE MÄSTERMYR BOX

3g:  Viking Tools used by tradesmen Image courtesy of Royal Swedish Academy of Letters, History and Antiquities, Stockholm

TOOLS OF 
THE TRADE

http://www.netlabs.net/~osan/Mastermyr/ImageLib.html
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The story is told of one such man who built one of the most famous ships in Viking
tradition (c. AD 1000) for King Olaf of Norway. It was built near Trondheim and it was
known as the Long Serpent:During the winter after his return, King Olaf Tryggvason had a ship built. This ship was biggerthan any other in the country. Thorberg, the Woodcarver was responsible for the stem andstern, but there were many others involved in the work as well. Some of them felled trees, someshaped the wood, some forged nails and some hauled timber. All the materials used were of thebest quality and the ship was constructed out of large timbers. It was long and broad, and stoodhigh above the water. One morning, Thorberg and the king arrived at the ship. There they foundthe workmen had already arrived but they were all standing around doing nothing. When theking asked what the problem was, they replied that the ship had been vandalised; someonehad gone from stem to stern, cutting deep notches one after another, all down one side of theship. When the king saw the damage, he was furious and swore that the man who had done thedamage would be caught. “There will be a substantial reward for anyone who can tell me whoit is”, he said. Then, Thorberg spoke up. “I can tell you who did this, king” he said. “It was me”.“Then you better Oix the damage”, said King Olaf “or you’ll be killed.”
Thorberg went and got his tools andshaved down all the planks so that the axecuts were cut away and the planks wereless than half the depth they had been before.The king and the people agreed that the shipwas much more elegant than it had beenbefore.  King Olaf was very grateful to
Thorberg and he made him the master shipbuilder.The Long Serpent had 34 rowers’ benchesand 68 oars. The dragon’s head at thebow and the coiled tail at the sternwere both heavily gilded withgold paint. The side stood highabove the water like those ofocean-going ships. It was the bestand most expensive ship ever builtin Norway.
Adapted from The Saga of Olaf Tryggvason. 

The Long Serpent



The Bayeux tapestry and Viking shipbuildingDanish archaeologists have made a careful study of Oive Viking ships which were found under-water in Roskilde harbour in Denmark. They have discovered that no saw was used to build theships; instead the tool marks indicate that each plank was smoothed with an axe or, in somecases, an iron plane. Ship builders working with such axes can be seen embroidered on this
Bayeux Tapestry.
Further Resources: For ship building, the numbers of days it took and pictures of tools used in making ships, seehttp://www.vikingeskibsmuseet.dk/en/the-sea-stallion-past-and-present/the-ships-crew/crewmembers-today/boat-builder/#.Ut0_HdLFLcs 
For a video which shows the effort needed to cut the planks from trunks of wood, see “Splittinga tree and hewing planks - Viking Longship construction”https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y12PN8gaQ4Y
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3h: Reproduction of tapestry of Viking ship/boat building, located at the Bayeaux Museum,
Normandy, France. Image courtesy of Catherine Swift.

http://www.vikingeskibsmuseet.dk/en/the-sea-stallion-past-and-present/the-ships-crew/crewmembers-today/boat-builder/#.Ut0_HdLFLcs
http://www.vikingeskibsmuseet.dk/en/the-sea-stallion-past-and-present/the-ships-crew/crewmembers-today/boat-builder/#.Ut0_HdLFLcs
http://www.vikingeskibsmuseet.dk/en/the-sea-stallion-past-and-present/the-ships-crew/crewmembers-today/boat-builder/#.Ut0_HdLFLcs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y12PN8gaQ4Y


Educational Activities:1. Using electronic maps as a resource, identify the location of the three carpentry and metalwork Oinds.   2. Elicit reasons why Viking craftsmen developed and perfected the skills of carpentry and metalwork.3. Provide an opportunity for the children to read and dramatise the story of The Long Serpent.On the class timeline, locate the date of the story.  Elicit reasons why Thorbergwould have cutout the notches in the side of the boat.  How did this ease the weight of the ship eventually?4. Examine the Bayeux Tapestry shown in the photograph.  Elicit reasons why it might havebeen recorded in this manner.  What story does it tell?  Why was the story considered to beimportant?
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From Viking literature, we know that the smith was a person whose professionwas considered to be very important, since he worked with metal to formmany important objects. Archaeologists have found a Viking Age smithy (metalmelting station) at Hals in Western Iceland. In it, the raw material the smithused was bog iron, which was formed when water percolated through thehard, black, often glassy, volcanic rock (basalt) and dissolved the iron mineralsin it.  In Hals, there is evidence of a furnace heated by bellows, as well as alarge battered boulder which seems to have been used as an anvil. Theremains of left over iron and parts of tools were found scattered nearby.  Thisis likely to have been a production site, where iron was taken from the bogand melted into iron bars.  Then the bars would have been traded with farmsalong the coast, where they would have been melted down and forged into theiron tools that would have been needed for household use. Producing this ironwas a very hard job.

factbox 3.4: THE VIKING SMITH

3i:  Expermental metalworking site run by archaeoligists at Dark Age Re-creation Company
(DARC) in Canada Image courtesy of Paul A Halasz

CHILDREN’S
WORKSHEET 3d
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SMITHING AND THE 
VIKING ART OF SMELTING



Apart from items used on the farm, iron was needed to make nails for ship building. 
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A Blacksmith 
from Iceland 
Skallagrim was a great blacksmith, and in winter he used to smelt(melt down) bog-iron. He had a smith workstation built close to thesea, but well away from his farm, where he was closer to the woods.He couldn’t Oind a boulder hard and smooth enough to hammer theiron on, as there are no large stones on the beach there, only Oinesand. One evening, when everyone had gone to bed, Skallagrimwentdown to the beach and launched his eight-oared Oishing boat. Herowed it out to the islands and dropped anchor.  Then he divedoverboard into the sea and came up with a boulder which he loadedonto the ship. After that, he climbed back on board, rowed back tothe mainland and carried the boulder to his smithy, where he set itoutside the door. That became the anvil for hammering his iron. Theboulder still lies there today with a pile of slag (left-over powdermetal) beside it, and the hammer marks can be seen on the top. Ithas been polished by the waves and there is no other stone there likeit. Four men couldn’t lift that stone today.   
Adapted from Egil’s Saga

3j: Ships’ nails. Image courtesy of Catherine Swift.



Additional resources: 1. A website with a video on how to smelt iron from bog ore is available athttp://smelt.seandalaiocht.com/ Video courtesy of Brian Dolan. Under ‘images’ ontheir webpage, there are pictures of bog ore.2. For website with examples of Viking age cooking equipment made from iron, go tohttp://www.warehamforge.ca/NORSE-REPRO/norsecook.html#Chap43. For websites which gives more details on ironworking in Viking period:http://www.canadianmysteries.ca/sites/vinland/lanseauxmeadows/ironworking/indexen.html or http://www.hurstwic.org/history/articles/manufacturing/text/bog_iron.htm 
Educational Activities:1. Carefully examine the photograph of smithing.  Ask the children, in groups, to piecetogether the story of what it tells them about the work of a Viking blacksmith.  Do younotice that the 3 actors are wearing goggles to protect their eyes?2. Using a Circle of Thought activity, elicit and record reasons why the smith’s work wouldhave been revered.3. Locate Hals, using electronic maps as a resource.  Ask the children to identify reasons whythe volcanic rock in Iceland would have been a particularly suitable location for ironproduction.4. Ask the children to act out the story of how iron was traded and why.5. In groups, ask the children to identify three reasons why the blacksmith would want tolocate his workstation far from his home and farm.6. Ask the children to write a character proOile of the blacksmith, Skalligrim. How might hehave acquired his name?  Are there any details that resemble an Irish myth or legend thatthe children know?  
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3k: Ship’s nails from Viking times, excavated at Annagassan 
(Linn Duachaill) outside Louth. Image courtesy of  Luke Torris and Linn Duachaill

CLICK ON
THE
LINKS

http://smelt.seandalaiocht.com/
http://www.warehamforge.ca/NORSE-REPRO/norsecook.html#Chap4
http://www.canadianmysteries.ca/sites/vinland/lanseauxmeadows/ironworking/indexe
http://www.hurstwic.org/history/articles/manufacturing/text/bog_iron.htm
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CHILDREN’S
WORKSHEET 3e

The Vikings loved to decorate, not just their precious goods, but also theeveryday things in their houses, their buildings and even their ships. The abovephotographs are carvings from the Oseberg ship that is introduced in Factbox3.2 above.  If you look at them carefully, one is of an animal, and one is ofhuman beings, but both of them share a similar feature.  They each show inter-twined creatures with hands or claws grasping either their own bodies orthose of other animals. This famous piece is called “The Griping Beast”, and itis typical of the earliest type of Viking art. The artists were not interested inshowing real images of animals or humans, but instead their bodies and limbsare twisted into weird and wonderful patterns which Oill the whole area beingdecorated.  Although the paint has not survived in many cases, archaeologistsbelieve that much of the wood carving and stone sculptures appear to haveoriginally been coloured in red, blue, brown, black and white. 

factbox 3.5

3l: Detail of Carving on Osberg ship. Image courtesy of Richard Schooler

VIKING ART AND DESIGN
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Snarling heads of mysterious animals also seem to have been typically used inViking designs. Among the other items from Oseberg were monster heads suchas the one illustrated below.  If you were standing beside it you could see thatthe entire surface is covered with carved ornaments and griping beasts. Theoverall effect of the large carving is to make the monster look even more scary,by giving him furry skin.

factbox 3.5: cont’d

3m: The Griping Beast Image Copyright, Museum of Cultural History, University of Oslo, Norway. 



Educational Activities:1. Carefully examine the artwork and designs from the Oseberg Viking ship.  Elicit anyinformation the children can glean from it about the kinds of designs the Vikings wouldhave used.2. Ask the children to list ways the designs could have been formed: what inspired them?How were they carved?  What materials were used to make them? Why did sea beastsand monsters feature so much in their designs?3. Using modelling clay, ask each child to design a small piece of jewellery or a bookmark,taking inspiration from a Viking design.  4. Compare this information on Viking art with their historical knowledge of Celtic art.
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